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Contemporary Writers - Introduction

The parameters of both 'Contemporary' and 'Postcolonial', the adjectives that preface the writers included
within this section, are each astonishingly fluid, shifting and impossible to define in any rigid or fixed way.
Indeed, simply calling an author a 'Contemporary Postcolonial Writer' is becoming increasingly complex,
contingent on a range of factors and presuppositions, some of which I shall explore here.
Arguably, any author writing from a country in its post-independence era can, if we take the title in its literal
sense, be termed postcolonial. If we combine this with understandings of the term contemporary, which tend
to be attributed to any 'author that wrote post-1945' (as indicated by modules on current university courses
entitled 'Contemporary Literature'), some problems arise. Because of the shockingly recent history of
colonialism - many African countries especially only attained independence in the 1960s, with South
Africa's 'internal colonialism', apartheid, only ending in 1994 - these two definitions apparently overlap so
that any author writing from the post-colonial world should fit under this subcategory. This clearly renders
the label both reductively homogenous and, if attributable to such a wide variety of writers in different and
contrasting geographical and historical locations, largely redundant. Additionally, there are those that would
argue that to attempt to label all these writers in this way would work to retain the hegemony of 'West and
Rest' that was instilled by the colonial world - that such a move prevents these authors from being anything
other than 'postcolonial'.
Perhaps it might be more productive to define 'contemporary' as 'an author that is still alive', or even 'a
twenty-first-century author'. However, this is equally problematic. Some critics have argued that
postcolonialism is no longer a suitable label to administer to a writer in our immediately contemporary
world - that contemporary literature is now post-postcolonial. With the spread of revolutionary activity
across what is known as the 'Arab and Muslim World', and the emergence of post-colonial nations such as
India and China as potentially new economic superpowers, the relationship of colonial/postcolonial that
takes European imperialism as its defining phenomenon is perhaps no longer relevant. The binaries that
succeeded this history (First and Third Worlds, Developing and Developed Countries) are now inadequate
descriptive terms for the world that we live in - and that statement is itself compromised by its assumption
that they ever were.
But despite these complications and qualifications, the legacy of colonialism in all its various formations is
still a pressing historical and cultural issue that continues to emerge in both literary and non-literary texts.
Though any attempt to call an author a 'Contemporary Postcolonial Writer' requires careful thought and a
reluctance to prescribe the label in any totalized or unconditional way, to discard these critical approaches
and the radical politics that accompanies them would be a great loss. Perhaps it is more helpful to think of
postcolonial readings of contemporary writers, a formulation that, in the spirit of postcolonial theory, allows
for the possibility of alternate understandings of those writers and a refusal to offer simplified and reductive
'answers' to their work. Contemporary literature has the capacity to analyze the complex historical past in an
attempt to seek out new ways of understanding and negotiating not only the present, but the future: it is the
job of literary and postcolonial critics to explore these revolutionary potentials without ascribing to them the

hegemonic totalitarianism that was so central to the phenomenon of colonialism.

See also:
Post/Colonial Writing - Introduction [1], another essay by Dominic Davies.
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